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Competence, Reliability, Results.



Why use us?

NEW 

Picasso 

Collection
Turn over for our 

new towel and 

bathrobe collection.



❶ Innovation
High value towels and designs you won’t

find anywhere else.

❷ One stop solution
Color coordinated towels and accessories,

all under one roof.

❸ Experience
Over five decades of expertise in the

industry.

❹ Certifications
ISO 14001 , OEKO Tex Standard 100.

❺ Service
Any query raised will be answered 24 hours.

Bath Towels

Bathrobes & Accessories

Pool Towels

Jacquard Towels

Retail Towels
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Why chance an important custom

towel order overseas? Being one of the

leading players in the industry, Union

Group has the buying power, knowledge

and experience to guarantee that your

order is executed perfectly and on time.

Our luxurious towels, combined with our

designing capability guarantees a finished

product of unmatched excellence. The

result is unsurpassed quality and style in

every towel we produce. Whether you are

on a tight budget or not, you will not find a

better value.

Cabana  Towels

Institutional Towels
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Collection



PS01 Essential: Basic Weight
Our Picasso Essential is ideal for the budget

minded. 50x80. 70x140cm, 400GSM.

Available in blue, navy, green, yellow, pink

and gray.

PS02 Executive: Mid Weight
Combining outstanding quality with

affordability. 50x80cm, 70x140cm, 500GSM.

Available in turquoise, lime, snow, ivory,

yellow, navy, red, orange, gray, maroon,

orchid, brown, plum, and chocolate.

PS03 Elite: Superior Weight
Luxuriously soft and super absorbent.

50x80cm , 75x155. 600 GSM. Available in

blue, orange, green, yellow, navy, red, gray,

black, brown and purple.

…..
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Picasso 

Pool Towels

PS07 Pool Towels
You don't need liner notes to know that

Picasso Pool towels are an instant hit! Made

up of super-soft 100% cotton, these multi-

color towels will have you drying off in style.

Bright colors and playful designs add a

touch of flair for when you’re at the pool or

by the beach. 75x155cm, 400GSM , 500

GSM.

Available in turquoise, lime, snow, ivory,

yellow, navy, red, orange, gray, maroon,

orchid, brown, plum, and chocolate. reactive

or VAT dyed.
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PS09 Cabana Stripe
Our classic Picasso Cabana Stripe

towel measures 70x140cm,

450GSM. Available in royal/white,

yellow/white, red/white, grey/white,

turquoise/white and khaki/white.

royal/white yellow/white red/white

grey/white turquoise/white khaki/white

PS10 Cabana Multi Stripe
Available in three combos, these

velvety soft towels are just

impossible to ignore. The sheared

finish provides a luxurious feel that

will leave you spoilt.
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PS11 Polyester Border
These contemporary towels feature a multi-

colored stitch stripe border. When you want

the best, look no further!

Available in Ivory, Teal, Plum, Grey.

PS12 Polyester Border
These premium towels have been designed

to give exactly that elegant and compelling

look you always wanted in your bathroom.

Available in white with either, Blue/Navy,

Brown/ Moccasin,

PS13 Viscose Border
A choice that is certain to make a lasting

impression. These towels feature a stylish,

modern viscose border design that brings

bold looks to your bathroom décor.

Available in Navy, Yellow, Silver, Red, Black/

…..
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PS08 Institutional Towels
These towels are designed to be the best in

class. Our optical brightening process results

in a flaw-free finish, giving your guests the

highest quality towel they deserve.

Carefully created from superior quality cotton

yarn leaving a very soft, comfortable touch

despite heavy duty use. Ideal for hotels and

hospitals! Available in 50x80cm, 70x140cm ;

400GSM, 500GSM. 600GSM
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PS11 Picasso 

Cabana Multi Stripe
Available in three combos, these velvety soft 

towels are just difficult to ignore. The 

sheared finish provides a luxurious feel that 

will make 

you spoilt.

Jacquard 

Collection

PS07Jacquard Towels
Break away from the ordinary with these trendy

jacquard designs. Be the designer you always

wanted to be. We’re here to make your designs a

reality.

Whether it’s your company logo or any chic

design, rest assured, there will be nothing like it

anywhere.

These customized towels are available in

50x80cm, 70x140cm ; 450GSM, 550GSM.
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BATH ROBES AND 

ACCESSORIES

Closed ToeClosed Toe Open Toe

Bathrobes
Sleek in style and the ultimate in design, our

luxurious bathrobes are made with the finest quality

yarn. Reinforced stitching ensures a life cycle of

several hundred washes, along with a generous

cut for extra comfort and fit. Add your own touch

with a monogrammed accent!

Available in 450GSM and 550GSM classic Shawl

Collar, Kimono Style or Waffle fabric.

PS04: Kimono

PS05: Shawl Collar

PS06: Waffle Fabric

Bathrobes and 

Accessories
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Competence, Reliability, Results.

L-26A, Block 22, F.B.Area. Karachi – Pakistan

Phone: +923228253067

Email: ahsan@uniontextile.com.pk

www.uniontextile.com.pk


